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BITS & PIECES 
More than Boring 

by Graham Blackburn 

A BIT IS A TOOL USED IN A DRILL OR IN 
A BIT BRACE TO BORE A HOLE. 
THERE ARE MANY BITS THAT DO 

OTHER THINGS AS WELL, SUCH AS 
REAMING, COUNTERSINKING, AND TURNING 
SCREWS, BUT IN GENERAL A "BIT" IS 
understood to refer to a tool that makes a hole. The 
action of making a circular hole is generally referred 

Bras, framt -·--------

to as 'boring', but some people also use the term 
'drilling'. The former term implies a rotary action, 
whereas the latter term originally implied the simple 
piercing of material whether by circular boring or any 
other method. 

Since the most usual tool used by the woodworker for 
making holes is known as a drill, to talk of drilling is quite 
understandable, if also sometimes a little confusing, 
especially when drill bits are confused with drills. And to 
make matters worse, the metalworker calls all his bits 
'drills', whereas the woodworker understands 'drill' only to 
mean the tool that holds the bits. 

AVOIDING CONFUSION 

THE CONFUSION CAN PERHAPS BE AVOIDED IF 
we restrict the usage of the various terms as follows: Let 
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FIG. 377 FRAMED 'ULTIMATUM' BIT BRACE 

'boring' be the verb used to describe making the hole -
with whatever tool and in whatever fashion; let 'drill' be the 
noun referring to those tools that hold and operate the bits 
- such as electric drill, the cordless drill, or even the Archi
median drill; and reserve 'bit' or 'drill bit' for the accessor
ies that actually cut the holes. The only exception to this 
system is that class of boring bits known as twist drills. 

THE BIT BRACE 

ONE OF THE QUINTESSENTIAL EMBLEMS OF 
woodworking along with the plane is the old-fashioned 
framed brace (Fig. 377). 

(continued on page 4) 

April 11 - CRAFfS Meeting 
High Bridge, NJ, Masonic Lodge 

Linen/old Paneling 
Program by Graham Blackburn (see page 2) 

~ program starts at I p.m. ~ 
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and implements used and made in New Jersey as an 
integral part of our heritage. 

Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares 
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Treasurer: Jolm Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murray Hill, 
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CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge, 
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Dennis Ave. Tum left, then straight to the Masonic 
Lodge (on the left). Tailgate sales in the parking lot 
begin at 12 P.M.; meeting starts at I P.M. 
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CRAFTS Calendar of Events 
Mar. 31, 1999 - Too/Shed (June) free ad deadline 

April 11, 1999 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J. 

April 17, 1999 - CRAFTS auction, Flemington, N.J. 

June 6, 1999 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J. 

Sept. 12, 1999 - CRAFTS picnic 

CRAFTS New Website 

http ://members. aol. com/ craftsofnj 
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Speaker's Profile - Graham Blackburn 

CRAFTS has hit the trifecta. Our feature article is a reprint 
of Chapter 37 of Graham Blackburn's new book Traditional 
Woodworking Handtools . This issue has a review of his book, 
and Graham will demonstrate how to make linenfold panels at 
the April 11 meeting. You'll also be able to pick up an 
autographed copy of his book at the meeting. This is a high
quality book printed on acid-free paper, with smyth-sewn 
binding, and hard bound in gold-stamped full cloth. Thanks, 
Graham, for your support of CRAFTS. 

Graham has been designing, making, and selling fine furn
iture for forty years. His work has been on display at some of the 
top shows, and he has been featured in two books on furniture 
and craft artisans. And, he has made several television appear
ances as a home repair consultant. You'll find some additional 
background in the book review that won't be repeated here. 

His second book The Illustrated Encyclopedia of 
Woodworking Handtools, Instruments and Devices was 
published in 1974 by Simon & Schuster (reprinted 1992 by 
Globe Pequot) and is familiar to many tool collectors. It's out of 
print, but comes up at tool auctions from time to time. You 
might be on the lookout for it. Topics for his other books 
include housebuilding; basic and interior carpentry; furniture 
making and design; ships, boats, vessels, and other water-borne 
crafts; postage stamps; and home repair topics. 

Graham's topic for our meeting, linenfold paneling, is also 
the subject of a video demonstrating that art, which Graham will 
be releasing this spring. I had a vague idea what linenfold panels 
are, but the information that follows is taken from Rick Butz's 
article in the September/October 1982 issue of Fine 
Woodworking. 

Linenfold carving attempts to replicate on a wooden panel 
the creases and folds that would be present on a vertically 
hanging linen cloth. This design is attributed to France and the 
Netherlands as early as 1650, perhaps inspired by hanging altar 
cloths. Linenfold paneling in England dates to the end of the I 5th 

century. It was used primarily for wall paneling which typically 
consisted of frames and panels, as the use of solid paneling 
would be subject to cracking. There are basically two steps to 
make a panel. First vertical grooves are cut at the deepest parts 
of the panel using a plow plane. The creases and folds are then 
planed to shape using hollow and round planes, and a small 
block or rabbet plane. Gouges are used to smooth out the 
previous cuts. The second step is to shape the folds and creases 
at the top and bottom of the panel with carving chisels. This is 
an art, so I'll leave it to Graham to show you exactly how it's 
done. Don't miss this chance to meet Graham Blackburn, learn 
how to make a linenfold panel, and get your autographed copy 
of his book. 

.. . .. .. Hank Allen 

Note: The final auction flyer in enclosed with this issue. For 
information about the auction call Greg Welsh at 908-439-3266 
or Steve Zluky at 908-534-2710. 



PRESIDENr-r'S 
CORNER 

Not all things work out according to plan, and so it 
was with our February meeting. Our guest speaker Frank 
Pollaro was unable to attend as his good friend and mentor 
(and fellow CRAFTS member) Bill Welch had just 
undergone open heart surgery. Fortunately, Bill is doing 
well and those of you who missed the meeting will get a 
chance to see Frank Pollero's demo later this year. Herb 
Kean rose to the challenge and with little notice gave an 
entertaining and informative talk on how to clean and color 
wood, brass, and steel. The mystery of how to tighten the 
head on a Sheffield brace was also revealed, as well as how 
to loosen a frozen metal screw and a stuck plane wedge. I 
won't attempt to describe Herb's quick method for cutting 
out a plane wedge with a knife. You'll have to ask him to 
show you. 

Herb also brought the auction sparklers for all to 
inspect: the beautiful Tidey double-bevelling plane, the 
four I. Nicholsons and the Mockridge and Francis 
rosewood three-arm plow. A last minute arrival was an 
Andruss three-arm plow, the first I've ever seen or heard 
of. It has been added to the list of mail bid lots and can be 
seen on our website at http://members.aol.com/craftsofnj. 
Together with the I. King three-arm plow, we have now 
seen this configuration by three different New Jersey 
planemakers. Two of our members are currently writing 
an article to document the similarities and differences of 
these rare and beautiful planes. 

In closing, please do what you can to spread the word 
and the flyers for our upcoming sale. It promises to be a 
special one, and I expect to see you all clamoring to be 
runners. 

Welcome to new members: Andrew Bambury, 
Tewsbury, MA; Robert Blain, Philadelphia, PA; John & 
Joan Caroline, Carbondale, CO; Bea Cohen, Easton, PA; 
David & Jill Folk, Camp Hill, PA; David Hemphill, 
Holyoke, MA; Andrew Hittle, Centerville, OH; Eugene & 
Jean Kelly, Hauppauge, NY; Michael Maggio, Jr., 
Bechtelsville, PA; Martin Maloney, Frenchtown, NJ; 
Sharon & Paul Moench, Newton, NJ; Randy Wineland, 
Pella, IA. 

Joe 

Meet Yo11t' Dealet'a 
The purpose of this column is NOT to evaluate dealers, 
but simply to present useful & interesting information 
about tool sources .. 

Your Country Auctioneer Has New Owners 

At the Cabin Fever Auction in Nashua on February 
20, Richard Crane introduced the three partners who 
have just acquired Your Country Auctioneer, the firm 
Richard started in 1973. 

Many of you know one of the partners, Paul Wilmott, 
who has been auctioning with Richard for the past seven 
years. He's an excellent auctioneer, and is well liked by 
the collectors who gather for the Crane auctions. We 
have counted on Paul to pick up the pace in the Crane 
auctions, where he comfortably breezes through 125 lots 
per hour. I think his presence in the partnership as head 
auctioneer will be comforting to collectors and help 
toward a smooth transition. Also, Lee Murray will be 
acting as an advisor and consultant for a time. 

The other two partners, Steve (Mitch) Mitchell and 
Gary Yeaton, (pronounced Yettin) have an auction 
business in Allenstown, New Hampshire, named Time 
& Strike Auction Company. Up to now Time & Strike 
has specialized in clocks and watches, but has auctioned 
general antiques and estate liquidations as well. Steve 
and Gary hold auctions in their Gallery in Allenstown, 
New Hampshire, which you will not find on your map 
but is just outside Concord. 

Steve is a watchmaker and clockmaker and has been 
in that business since 1984. He completed a four-year 
apprenticeship to Dan Bosworth, and they are now 
partners in the repair and restoration business of 
Mitchell and Bosworth. He knows watch and 
clockmaking tools and uses them everyday of his life. 
Steve also knows computers and will be handling all of 
the computer work with Your Country Auctioneer. 

Gary has restored antique furniture for 20 years in 
Concord. He has also bought and sold antique furniture 
for individual customers. Gary's tall clock case 
restoration for Steve led to their partnership in Time & 
Strike in August of 1997. Gary knows antique 
woodworking tools. He has been attending Crane 
auctions and acquiring tools for 20 years. Many were 
tools that he used in his restoration work, but he's a 
collector as well. (continued on page 8) 
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Bits & Pieces by Graham Blackburn 
(continued from page 1) 

Since the advent of the electric drill, and especially since 
the development of the cordless electric drill, the bit brace, 
or brace as it is usually referred to, has very nearly 
disappeared from the average toolbox. With it has gone 
the amazing selection of bits that were designed for a wide 
variety of jobs, to be largely replaced by the high-speed 
spade bit and twist drill. There is no denying the efficiency 
of a completely portable powertool, unfettered by 
extension cords, that can be carried anywhere and operated 
with one hand, and which is equally useful for boring holes 
or driving screws. But as with many modem powertools, 
a certain amount of sophistication has been lost along the 
way in the pursuit of speed and ease of use. 

Despite the almost complete abandonment of the brace 
for the electric drill, many people are still familiar with the 
standard 'iron' brace, now usually made of steel. Fewer 
may be familiar with its predecessor, the wooden bit brace, 
even if images of traditional, handcrafted woodwork are 
conjured up. But very few indeed would recognize any of 
the bits these tools used, and may still use to advantage. 
Speed and power are not everything, and more than one 
woodworker has been frustrated by a low charge or a dirty 
or worn variable-speed trigger on the electric drill causing 
the bit to plunge wildly out of control and damage the 
workpiece just at that moment when something of a certain 
nicety was being attempted. Furthermore, not all holes are 
intended to be created equal. The wide selection of special
purpose bits that can be used in a brace can make possible 
boring operations that are difficult to differentiate with an 
electric drill, or even its more powerful cousin, the 
drill press. 

Braces are still plentiful and cheap. They are designed 
with a wide variety of chucks to hold the bit, and many are 
equipped with ratchets to allow the direction of rotation to 
be controlled. Nevertheless they are all easily understood 
if disassembled, and it's not hard to judge the quality 
or usefulness of any brace under consideration, even 
at a flea market or yard sale. 

THE MYSTERY BITS 

BIT-BRACE BITS ARE MORE OF A MYSTERY, 
however, especially as they tend to be dirty, rusty, 
mixed up with a lot of other unidentifiable tools to 
do with metalworking, and hard to reach at the 
bottom of bins or boxes of 'contents'. 

shanks. Iron braces hold the bit by the chuck being 
tightened on the bit; wooden braces were made with a 
variety of chucks that became increasingly sophisticated 
with time. Early braces simply received the square shank 
of the bit and employed a screw to fasten it; later models 
were often fitted with various spring-loaded pins that en
gaged a slot or groove filed in the side of the square shank. 
Bits were specially filed to fit particular braces or left plain 
for the owner to file a notch to suit any given brace. Some 
bits may be found that have more than one groove filed on 
different sides of the square shank, indicating their use in 
various braces. But with or without these grooves, almost 
any square-shanked bit can be accepted by almost any iron 
brace. That having been said, however, it should also be 
noted that as with almost any other successful class of 
woodworking tool, the brace has been made in a large 
number of sizes, and it is quite possible to find an extra
small brace (perhaps once forming part of a set of various
ly sized tools) that will not accept a particular bit (perhaps 
an extra-large size bit designed for an extra-large brace). 

AUGER BITS 

AUGER BITS ARE SO CALLED SINCE THEIR 
design is reminiscent of the venerable early twist augers. 
They constitute one of the major classes of bits: those 
characterized by being formed into twisted spirals, usually 
with spurs to cut the fibers of the wood, one or two cutting 
edges to cut away the wood between the severed fibers, 
and a threaded point that pulls the bit into the wood. 

There are single spiral bits with one cutting edge, 
double-spiral bits with two cutting edges, and closed and 
open-spiral auger bits, as well as short auger bits also 
known as dowel bits, all of which are made in a range of 
sizes, usually increasing in one-eighth inch increments, 
from as small as 3/8 inch in diameter to as large as 2 1/2 
inches in diameter. The size of these bits is commonly 
stamped on the square part of the shank: a number from 3 

-· Squ<1re ,hank 

11 

Spoon bit Cauerbit 

to 20 refers to how 
many eighths of an inch 
comprise the diameter. 
Especially long auger 
bits, usually made in a 
narrower range of 
diameters, are 
sometimes sized m 
sixteenths of an inch, 
and some high-quality 
bits were even made in 
one-thirty-second-inch 
increments. [U.S. auger 
bits are sized m 
sixtheenths.] 

The first clue to identifying a bit designed for a 
bit brace is its square shank (See Fig. 378). In a 
pinch many braces will hold bits with round shanks, 
but the jaws of most chucks are designed to grip 
most securely those bits with square, tapered FIG. 378 BIT-BRACE BITS 
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FIG. 379 SINGLE-TWIST AUGER BITS 

The reason for so many types is due to the variety of 
material that might need to be bored. Finely threaded 
points on the end of an auger draw the bit more slowly into 
the wood and make cutting hardwood a little easier since 
less wood is removed with each rotation. Coarser points 
pull the bit more quickly into the wood and result in a 
thicker shaving, ideal for softwood (See Fig. 379). A 
double-twist bit with two cutting edges has advantages 
over a single-twist bit with only one cutting edge when 
working with wood that is more seasoned. Double twist 
also means two spurs, which make accurate scribing of the 
hole to be bored an easier proposition -- something that 
can be hard to accomplish with a spade bit driven by an 
electric drill. 

Being aware of these niceties will enable you to judge 
the condition of the auger bit beneath its dirt and rust. It 
must, of course, be straight. If it has been overly forced or 
otherwise abused the bit may be bent. It is hard but not 
impossible to straighten a bent bit, but its integrity will 
remain suspect, for the bending and straightening may 
have weakened it and it may unexpectedly bend again -
with potentially dangerous results. 

The all-important lead screw should not have been 
damaged by clumsy sharpening of the spurs or the cutting 
edges. An old trick for clearing clogged threads is to hold 
a clothespin over the lead screw tightly while turning the 
bit. Using a fine thread in softwood or wet wood will clog 
the threads, as will applying insufficient pressure when 
beginning to bore; the threads formed in 
the wood will strip out and fill up the 
screw so that it can no longer bite into 
the wood and will simply spin in place. 

The spurs and the cutting edges are 
not hard to sharpen using a small 

Auger-bit file 

J 

When sharpening the cutting edges 
of the bit itself it is important to keep 
them truly perpendicular to the 
shank. If through inattentive 
sharpening they are made to slope, 
they will not hit the wood along their 
length or together at the same time, 
making boring considerably harder. 

The majority of holes bored with 
an auger bit will ideally be 
perpendicular to the surface of the 
wood - this is what the tool was 

designed for. Angled holes are more efficiently bored with 
the differently designed forstner bit, and every woodworker 
soon learns a number of tricks to guarantee accuracy. 
Almost every old book on woodwork recommends boring 
with a trysquare stood on end near the bit to provide a 
reference against which to compare your boring angle, but 
it is hard to get the trysquare close enough to the bit for 
this to be of much use. It is just as efficient to learn to use 
some other reference such as the surface of the bench or 
the wall glimpsed out of the comer of your eye. It also 
helps to position the workpiece so that the hole to be bored 
is either perpendicular to or in the same plane as the 
workbench. The eye has difficulty consistently judging 
intermediate angles. How you hold the brace can affect the 
accuracy of the boring. It is almost always better to 
position the head of the brace against some part of your 
body so that it may be held in perfect upright or horizontal. 

CENTER BITS AND OLDER VARIETIES 

BEFORE AUGER BITS EXISTED THE WORLD OF 
boring was filled with different designs such as gimlet bits, 
center bits, spoon bits, nose bits, caster bits, taper bits and 
countersink wimbles. Some had screws at their tips but 
most did not. Many scraped rather than cut since they had 
been designed for boring tools that were reciprocating, like 
the bow drill or today's push drill, rather than fully 
rotational. One of the most successful bits was the center 

~Saft,urface 

-==:::x~ 
',, Saft edge 

double-ended file with alternate safe 
edges known as an auger-bit file (See 
Fig. 380), but all too often the spurs will 
have been sharpened on the outside 
instead of only on the inside, with the 
result that the circle they scribe is 
narrower than the diameter of the bit. 

SHARPENING TIPS 

1. Sharpen th, inside of th, spur only. Cutting edge 

2. Keep the cutting edga horizontal. 

J. Tak, car, not to damage the lead screw. 

FIG. 380 AUGER-BIT FILE 
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bit (Fig. 381) which possessed a 
center point for orienting the hole to 
be bored, a spur to cut the fibers at the 
outside of the hole, and a sharpened 
cutting edge for lifting out the waste. 
Simple to use and maintain, they exist 
in a large number of sizes from 3/16 
inch in diameter to 2 1/2 inches in 
diameter. Their main disadvantage is 
their comparative shortness. 

TWIST BITS 

Center point--... _ 

Cutting edge-···-· 

Groove far 
chuck pin-----, 

Spur 

- Siu marking 

tips of twist drills intended for 
woodworking is different from that of 
metalworking bits, and for a twist bit 
to work efficiently it must be carefully 
sharpened at the proper angle (See 
Fig. 382). This is made easier if a 
shop-made or a commercially made jig 
is used to hold the bit in the proper 
relation to the grindstone. The 
difference between a blunt or wrongly 
sharpened bit and one in good 
condition can be astonishing, and 
learning to sharpen properly is well 
worth the effort. A LARGER GROU~ SECOND 

perhaps only to auger bits, is the 
twist-bit family. These are very 
closely related to metalworking drills, 
and are made in a wide range of finely 
graduated sizes, all sizes being made FIG. 381 CENTER BIT 

A nice variation on the woodworking 
twist btt consists of a brad-pointed bit, 
made with spurs and horizontal 
cutting edges in the manner of good 
auger bits. Both of these features are 
of especial use when boring with a 

Culling lip Cutting lip 

Tht huts art made !O"Wtr than tht comm 
to o/l(IW the lips to cut; tht wtb is madt 
lower than tht land to reduct Jriaion. 

FIG. 382 WOODWORKING TWIST BIT 

both long and short. Especially long versions used to 
be known as bell hanger's twist bits, and until recently 
were used by telephone linemen for boring holes for 
thin wire through walls. Many of these have a small 
hole bored through the tip in which a wire to be passed 
through the bored hole may be fixed ( and then wrapped 
around the flutes of the bit) making it easy to thread the 
wire through a hollow space. Most people think that 
twist bits are properly intended only for use with hand 
drills~ In truth, only those with round shanks are meant 
for hand drills; square-shanked twist bits are meant, 
like all other square-shanked bits, for use in a bit brace. 
Round-shanked twist bits are designed to be held by the 
three straight-faced jaws found in the chucks of most 
hand drills and drillpresses. 

The geometry of the spiral flutes and especially the 
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hand drill or an electric drill and when the more absolute 
control afforded by a drillpress is unavailable. Brad
pointed bits are used for making holes smaller than a 
regular auger bit can produce. Since they lack a lead 
screw, they require a little more pressure to cut, but since 
their diameters are small this is not excessive. 

Of all the remaining bits that can be used in hand drills 
or braces, the forstner bit (See Fig. 383) deserves mention. 
Its spur is nearly a complete circle, and this enables it to 
begin boring a hole at virtually any angle without the bit 
walking away from the desired location. An extra 
advantage is that it bores a flat-bottomed hole, its point 
producing only the smallest depression, unlike an auger 
bit, whose lead screw can burst through the floor of a hole 
bored too close to the other side of the workpiece. 

Tht farstner hit iJ 
dnigned to Dort 
r,K"/or(A), 
angltd (BJ, and 
fa,tial (C) holts. 

Cmter spur 

FIG. 383 FORSTNER BIT 

Cutting edge 



BOOK REVIEW by Hank Allen 

Traditional Woodworking Tools 
by Graham Blackburn. 

. 384 pages,hardcover, 1998. Available from the author at 
Blackburn Books, PO Box 487, Bearsville, NY 12409, 
or 914-679-5958. $50 postpaid in U.S. 

G
raham Blackbum comes from a long line of wood
workers in London. He recalls his school workshop 
where, using wooden bench planes, his first challenge 

was to tum a square block of wood into one half as big and 
perfectly square. Later, while in college, he worked part time 
for an old cabinetmaker in London, developing the knowledge 
and skills that were to serve him so well in his future. 

He came to New York for post-graduate work, but never 
returned to England. Instead he built houses and eventually 
started his own custom furniture shop. He still does a bit of 
woodworking, but publishing is taking up most of his time. 
A prolific writer and illustrator, he has authored sixteen 
books. He has been a contributing editor for Fine 

--·---- --. 

Th< tmgkd nulof th, 
b,w/) tongue may I,, 
wed 11.J a ,onvminu 
g,,id,whnilay;ngout 
dwetail faints. 

FIG. 61 LAYlNG OUT DOVETAILS 

a-~· 
~-51' 

, 60" 

CroJJ<ut teeth ,,,.t 
farmed with sidr 
lut:tlt that turn 
each tooth into a 
k.nift. 

Rip teeth art .ftlrd 
square across, 
turning thtm 
into a uries o/ 
1mallchiuls. 

. fi p l T.V: dw k' d - IOI CROSSCUT & RIP TEETH -------------------' Woodworking, a colummst or opu ar rroo or mg, an 
editor-in-chief of Woodwork magazine. 

Traditional Woodworking Handtools will have wide 
appeal. But, no book is for everyone. If you are an 
accumulator of tools looking for pictures of more tools to add 
to your collection and you don't care at all about how they 
have evolved or have been used to produce extraordinary 
furniture, this book is not for you. If you are looking for type 
studies of tools or to know what manufacturers made what 
tools, you'll be disappointed in the mostly generic discussion 
of the different types of tools. If you are committed to power
tool woodworking because it's more efficient, or because you 

REAR VIEW 

find it's easier, or for whatever reason, this book, which no. 226 • 1cHT- rs LEFT-HANDED sAsH r,uISTERs 

recounts the pleasures associated with traditional handtools, examples: crosscutting a long board is more easily accomplished 
would drive you crazy. (Unless you were to read it and become a with a hand saw; hand planing a wood surface may take more 
convert.) time, but does produce a smoother and cleaner surface than any 

Graham is not trying · to duplicate the many books that machining or sanding could, and third, making a few lineal feet of 
identify, classify, and picture old tools, which he acknowledges moulding with wooden moulding planes is quicker and leaves a 
are of great value to tool enthusiasts. He is trying to share with us smoother and cleaner surface than using a shaper or router and 
some of the knowledge and skills of yesterday's craftsmen, to sanding. Tranquility and the smell of fresh shavings are just two 
encourage us to add some of their tools to our workshops, and to of the rewards ofusing traditional handtools. 
help us feel comfortable using them. This new book is, in effect, "No self-respecting hand saw user should ever be content to 
a user's guide to traditional handtools. Tools are presented in let someone else sharpen his or her saw" is one of Graham's 
groups: holding tools, setting-out tools, sawing tools, planes, edge admonitions, and he proceeds to tell us exactly how to sharpen a 
tools, and boring tools. For each group he explains what the tools saw fro\11 jointing, to shaping, to setting, and to filing (and what 
do and how they do it. More than 400 line drawings by the author number file to use). These steps are explained in a way that is 
support the text. I've chosen a few of my favorites to show you in thorough and easily understandable. And, this is followed with 
this review. lessons on how to use saws properly. He emphasizes that unless 

The first chapter in the Sawing Tools section is titled "A you have a properly sharpened hand saw and know how to use it, 
Quieter Approach to Lumber Conversion." Not that Graham is you might falsely believe that power saws are always better. For 
against power tools. He has been dependent on them and is crosscut and rip saws, there is a discussion of the significance of 
grateful for their existence. (If he could keep only one, it would how a blade is ground; how the teeth are shaped; the blade's 
be his handsaw.) But he is convinced that hand tools can perform width, weight, and length; and the shape of the handle. Finally, 
many tasks easier, better, or quicker than power tools, and without Graham tells us how to pick the best from a pile of rusty saws in 
the fear of injury, the noise, the dust, and the mess. Three a flea market. 
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Graham has favorite tools and disliked tools, 
and he certainly has no love for modem 
handtools with their uncomfortable handles, 
cheap blades, and plastic handles. In his chapter 
on chisels he speculates that Japanese chisels 

Rertsudstock-
the rabbet by moving the mouth to the left side of 
the filletster's body. This was called the left
handed sash filletster. Both had depth stops: 
mortised in the body on the right-hand version 
and fixed to the left side on the left-handed 

have become popular not because they have An version. The skew of the iron was reversed on the 
better steel, but because they have exotic-wood ----- ric. 

81 
EBONY & BRAss GAUGE left-handed version, which required the addition 

handles. The same passion for perfection in our Boxwood of a nicker. This is good stuffi 
tools has created a market for new tools that are lbumbscrew ----:::;~□II History emerges from time-to-time in the 
either reproductions of old tools, or made to book. Do you know why the British say cramp, 
match the standards and quality of materials shooting board, and rebate and Americans say 
found in old tools. From his chapter on gauges clamp, chute board, and rabbet? Do you know 
I've concluded that his ideal marking gauge f what the Romans called the square? Do you 

Graduated stem Brass wear plate 
would have a round stem; a brass-faced, round know that "bevel square" is an oxymoron? Do 
head with double convex nubs on its reverse side - --- FIG. 83 1M,Rovrn MARKING GAUGE you know that British and American rules are 
to pem1it working on curved surfaces; an 
adjustable pin; and a British-style, countersunk, s.lotted pivot 
screw. I've never seen a gauge with all of these features (the 
earliest William's patent gauge by Stanley had everything but the 
nubs), but now I'll be looking for one (in rosewood, of course). 
Other favorites he mentions are the two-foot, four-fold rule, the 
Stanley universal shave, the Stanley Odd Jobs, and the Japanese 
marking knife. Useless, is his opinion of the oval carpenter's 
pencil, that is, unless you're an advertiser and pass them out free! 
He also dislikes using old wooden spokeshaves and the modem 
bullnose plane. 

Sixteen chapters are devoted to planes, primarily wooden 
ones. All of the different planes a woodworker would want to 
know about covered thoroughly, with the emphasis on how to take 
care of them and what you can do with them, especially the hand 
preparation of stock. I struggled with the overlap of Chapters 15-
17, as each one deals, in part, with the conversion of rough stock 
to finished pieces. This duplication arises because each chapter 
had been originally published as a stand-alone article. I wish 
Graham had chosen to rewrite them. Nevertheless, you will learn 
the part played by scrub, jack, joiner, and smoothing planes in this 
process. And, the workings and tuning of each plane is explained 
in depth. It's really the same as with saws: put a properly tuned 
plane in the hands of a knowledgeable artisan, and good things 
will happen. 

Bench planes are described as "masterpieces of sophisticated 
design honed to perfection by centuries of practical experience." 
It's ironic that perfection in the form of dovetailed, stuffed bench 
planes from Spiers and Norris was achieved just as power-tool 
technology was advancing to take their place. For all forms of 
bench planes, Graham relates the design of the irons, mouth, 
wedge, and throat to the plane's performance. 

I found the history of the aristocratic sash filletster plane very 
interesting. I never knew there were left and right-handed 
versions (See illustration.). In fact, I wasn't sure exactly how sash 
was made. Traditionally, the British cut the rabbet that held the 
glass and then cut the moulding. The American sash plane made 
both of these cuts in one pass, so British sash filletsters are more 
common than American ones. To make both cuts without 
reversing the stock, the British developed the right-hand sash 
filletster to cut a rabbet on the far side of the stock. The plane 
was later modified so that the iron would be visible when cutting 
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graduated in opposite directions? Do you know 
what an "apron tool" is? Do you know that "plough" planes were 
made in America? How about "York pitch"? It's all there, and 
makes the book much more enjoyable to read. 

In conclusion, I'd like to thank Graham for asking me to 
review his book for the Tool Shed. It's been a pleasure. You 
should check it out to see if it would be a pleasure for you too. 

Meet Your Dealers (continued from page 3) 

The partners know that change is necessary. They are aware 
that, to be attractive to collectors, a quality catalog auction 
requires the consignment of a significant tool collection. They 
are prepared to compete aggressively for collections, and their new 
commission structure will reflect this. In fact, they've had some 
successes already. 

Your Country Auctioneer has not used color photographs in 
their catalogs to present their most attractive offerings, and are 
behind the other catalog auctioneers in the number of tools that 
are pictured. An improved catalog is in the plans for the future at 
Your Country Auctioneer. 

Steve will be setting up a website this SUlllffier to serve 
collectors. In addition to the usual offerings on a website, absentee 
bidding on line is one of several other things under consideration. 
And, computer checkout at auctions will be introduced. 

One of Richard Crane's priorities was to keep the business in . 
New Hampshire, and he was successful. The April and September 
auctions will continue to be in Nashua. The annual July Flea 
Market and Sale will be held at the Crane barn in Hillsboro. This 
year a three-day event is planned for July 16,17 and 18. Their 
listed auctions will be held in Allenstown, near Concord. 

The new partnership understands what has to be done to be 
successful in the tool auctioning business, and they've told me that 
they will do everything possible to achieve that goal. You can 
reach any of them at Your Country Auctioneer, 112 Granite Street, 
PO Box 159, Allenstown, New Hampshire 03257, or call them at 
603-485-2800. Their personal phone numbers are: Gary 603-
228-4840, Paul 603-746-6749, and Steve 603-224-6150. 

Hank Allen 



A Visit to a Leatherworker's Shop 
by Bill McDougall 

I'm glad I bought Salaman's Dictionary of Leather
Working Tools. It was out of print at the time and cost an arm 
and a leg. But it came in handy after I visited Russell Bigelow 
at his home and shop in Winchester, New Hampshire, on my 
way to the Crane auction last September. I later found out that 
Mr. Salaman had conferred with Russell several times while 
writing this book. Russell is mentioned in the credits as 
providing helpful information on harness making tools and 
methods. 

The shop consists of two rather small rooms, not cluttered 
but with all available space well utilized. Unlike the carpenter, 
a leatherworker does most of his work sitting down, so a large 
shop is not necessary. Taking up most of one wall was a 
display of some of his collection of leatherworking tools 
including more types of leather cutting knives than I have ever 
seen. (See Photo 1.) Many of them were produced by long
forgotten makers, quite a few were user made, and all of them 
were razor sharp, I'm sure. Pick these up by the handles! 

Also displayed are awls, bevellers, channellers, creasers, 
edgers punches, ticklers, (Russell says a tickler is not a feather 
on the end of a stick.) and many, many others. Russell says he 
has around three thousand leatherworking tools in his 
collection, many of which he uses regularly in his work. 
Originally a butcher by trade and a leatherworking craftsman 
today, we could say that he knows his trade literally inside and 
out. While living near a harness racing track he made and 
repaired most of the harnesses used there. 

Russell regularly visits auctions and sales in search of tools 

Photo 1. The Main Desk. 

of his trade. He says his favorite tool is always the last one he 
acquires; it would have to be special indeed after nearly 40 
years of collecting! He is still looking for a saddler's snob 
hammer No. 201 made by C.S.Osborn. In this case "snob" is 
a slang name of unknown origin for a shoemaker or cobbler. 
(I thought a snob was a rich shoemaker!) This hammer 
resembles a French shoemaker's hammer, but with a straight 
iron projection opposite the head and an iron handle with 
applied wood grips. 

In his shop I noticed a couple of leather buckets which he 
explained were used by early firemen in their bucket brigades. 
They were easy to handle and held up much better than metal 
buckets. He makes about 25 of them a year and does all the 
decorative painting on them himself. (See Photo 2.) 

Photo 2. Bill McDougall with a fire bucket. Photo 3. Coachman's Trumpet Case. Photo4. Russell on his stitching horse. 
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Russell says that the items he most enjoys making are the 
ones which present the biggest challenge. He recently made a 
case for a coachman's trumpet. This trumpet is five feet long 
and breaks down into two sections which are carried in a 
leather case attached to the back of a horse-drawn coach. This 
case (See Photo 3.) was no simple rectangular box, but a form
fitting container and all hand sewn and beautifully finished! 

He demonstrated the saddlemaker's stitch after punching 
holes in the two pieces of leather with an awl which was 
diamond shaped in cross section, a shape, he explained, which 
cuts and expands the leather rather than a round awl which 
leaves a rough hole. Using a length of flax thread with a needle 
on each end and sewing with both in opposite directions leaves 
two strong stitches in each set of holes. (See Photo 4.) To 
someone like me who can't even thread a needle, his work was 
most impressive. 

Photo 5. Draw Gauge in use. 

My driver from New Jersey interrupted me frequently 
asking Russell lots of questions. He asked Russell to 
demonstrate the familiar pistol handled draw gauge. To our 
surprise, the leather is drawn across the top of the bar with the 
knife facing upward, rather than the gauge being drawn across 
the leather with the knife facing downward. (See Photo 5.) 
The next time you see a draw gauge,check which way the knife 
is facing; it will likely be wrong. Russell also demonstrated the 
leather splitting machine which cuts leather into two separate 
layers (See Photo 6.), and the leather skiver (pronounced sky
ver) which tapers leather from its full thickness to a thin edge 

Photo 6. Leather Splitting Machine. 
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for the purpose of 
joining two pieces in an 
overlapped joint. 

Because of the 
above interruptions, I 
didn't get a chance to ask 
Russell about several 
items and devices that 
interested me, but I'll try 
to visit Russell again on 
another trip to the Crane 
auction. 

Musings of an Occasional Collector 
Benard Edelman 

When I was five and the world was filled with wonder, my father 
came home one evening with a shiny red tool box filled with lots of 
neat things. I don't recall ever having asked him for it, although I'm 
sure I did, probably after watching, enthralled, as he and a neighbor 
cobbled together a desk out of two old end tables and a matching 
coffee table. 

WB's skewed rabbet 

I can remember banging nails into a piece of wood with the 
hammer from that box, transfixed by my nascent carpentry "skills," 
while he built me a toy chest. He died not long after, and I never got 
to learn more from him about tools and woodworking and life. (Forty
six years later, I still have the saw and hammer and square from that 
gift, although the little metal box has long since been consigned to 
memory.) 

Growing up in apartments across Brooklyn and Manhattan, I 
didn't have much need for tools: a hammer, some pairs of pliers, 
screw drivers, a level, and a saw were all that were required to put 
together bookshelves or hang a picture. 

Ten years ago, my wife and I moved to a small village in a valley 
in western New Jersey, just about 180 degrees from the apartment 
we'd lived in on the East Side of Manhattan. Here, in our converted 
old stone mill along the Musconetcong River, with three floors full of 
space and lots of building chores that needed doing, tools took on a 
new import -- and renewed fascination. 

APS's "Viking" plane 

I quickly discovered that we - I - couldn't do without tools for 
gardening. And I soon came to pick up a variety of other tools - axes 
and hatchets, levels and marking gauges, some Japanese saws, as 
well as shovels and picks and hoes - to enable me to better 



accomplish the tasks at hand: building a crib to hold lumber; 
constructing some rustic chairs and plant stands; repairing moulding; 
planting bushes and trees. 

Now, as far back as I can remember I've had a passion for old 
things, especially handwrought metal objects. As an apartment 
dweller, I'd collected locks and doorknobs, Russian brass 
candlesticks and dovetailed copper pots. One of the joys of courtship 
and marriage had been to go to antique shows and flea markets in 
search of Americana - those rare objects that pleased us, many of 
utilitarian value. 

This passion dovetailed with our move to the country, where 
auctions, out here at least, are plentiful. I still remember the first one 
we ever attended: trolling for something to do with an aunt and uncle 
up from Florida, we ventured one splendid Saturday morning to an 
auction in nearby Phillipsburg. I picked up some handwrought door 
hardware - two hasps and an escutcheon - that date perhaps from the 
late 1700s. 

I was hooked. 

I then found that lots of old tools could be had, for the most part 
entirely reasonably, at these auctions. Or at auctions that featured 
antique tools and the workmanship of anonymous blacksmiths. The 
first I'd ever attended - a Hurchalla auction out of Boyertown, 
Pennsylvania, was a revelation: scores of plaid-clad men, most, like 
me, in our middle years, fondling the wares admiringly, knowingly, 
debating the relative merits, the condition, the rarity of a particular 
item, bidding sometimes hefty sums for a plane distinguished from a 
hundred others mostly by the name impressed on its toe. 

Initially I sought good user tools, like the graduated set of ten 
Butcher chisels, wonderfully hefty, a pleasure to use, that I took home 
from my first CRAFTS auction. I also began collecting a variety of 
aesthetically elegant, handforged creations of long-ago smithies - a 
bunghole borer, an augur, a reamer, a vise. I've since become 
enamored of many of the utilitarian creations of these anonymous 
blacksmiths: a decorative piece from an old Conestoga wagon that 
evokes an image of a horse's head and now hangs prominently on a 
wall near most of my tools; a sharp-featured and beautifully 
proportioned eel gig; a primitive locking mechanism that evokes of 
a vision out of Miro. 

Naturally, attending tool auctions, I have come to appreciate 
planes. No, not the Stanleys and Siegleys and Sargeants (although 
I've acquired a few), or even the elegant and exquisitely constructed 
plows. Rather, I'm enchanted by primitive planes (far removed from 
the utilitarian pieces I started out searching for) . 

A few years ago, I attended a long-anticipated auction in 
Stockton, New Jersey. A collector of prodigious appetite was 
divesting himself of much that he had acquired over many years. 
Well over one hundred planes were to be auctioned in lots of six or 
so, with high bidder taking his choice. In one lot was a skewed 
rabbet, offruitwood, with a lovely, soft patina. On its toe was hand
stamped the initials W B. Oh, its wedge was snapped off, and it was 
pocked with a few ancient wormholes. But I was drawn to its 
primitive beauty and wonderful lines; because of its wide chamfering, 
I deduced that it likely dated from the 18th century. 

For fifteen dollars, W B was mine, a bargain. 
A few months later, with my then fourteen-month-old son in tow, 

I went off to an auction in Newtown, Pennsylvania. It was the 
accumulation of an old "toolie," recently deceased, who had filled a 

work shed seemingly indiscriminately, acquiring for the sake of 
owning, the joy of having. It was a feast of old iron and countless 
planes, the gear of coopers and blacksmiths, carpenters and farmers. 
I picked up some elegantly wrought pieces for the price of a fast-food 
meal - a plumber's grozing tool, a tap wrench, a hog catcher, and a 
craftsman-made granny's tooth router that looks like a startled koala 
if you hold it just so. 

One primitive plane intrigued me at this auction: a horned bench 
plane fashioned of fruitwood, a dozen inches long, checked and 
scarred, with a crude attempt at decoration in its throat and a profile 
that conjures a vision of a proud Viking ship. On one side was 
incised, also crudely, the initials A P S. On its iron, I discovered after 
I'd successfully bid on it, was stamped the letters A I S. Guessing by 
its look, and the handforged nail that holds the horn in place, this 
piece likely dates to colonial days. As I look at it, I muse: who were 
A P S and A I S? And who was W B? What were their lives about? · 
How did they develop their tool-making talent? They may not have 
been a Francis Nicholson or a Cesar Chelor, a Thomas Napier or a 
Robert Wooding or a Jo Fuller, professional makers whose imprint 
and rarity make surviving examples of their work so highly sought 
after by collectors, but they had skill, and pride, and a sense of 
aesthetics. W B's rabbet and A P S's old bench plane I'll likely never 
use as I do an Amos Kindred block plane. I keep them in my study, 
on a shelf with my books on tools, to appreciate them for their 
intrinsic sense of proportion and grace. 

Or course, my wife is not so enthralled as I am with these finds, 
and I can no longer go off to an auction with the plea that I need to 
pick up a much-needed grinder or a long-sought-after vise. But in 
this throwaway world, where real craftsmanship is rare and, when you 
find it, pricy, these old tools are bargains that somehow connect me 
with the anonymous artisans who crafted them in the days when this 
country was new. When most Americans lived on farms and had to 
have a good working knowledge of tools to survive. When the 
blacksmith was a valued member of the community. Before 
electricity. Before malls. Before Home Depot. 

I hope to instill this appreciation, of both craftsmanship and 
utility, in my son when he is old enough, as my father, unwittingly, did 
for me, so many years ago. 

Bernard Edelman has been a member of CRAFTS for nine years. 
He is the editor of Dear America: Letters Home from Vietnam. His 
new book, Centenarians: The Story of the 20th Century by the 
Americans Who Lived It, was published in February by Farrar, 
Straus & Giroux. 

~ Early American (tr~--

~ ,,, Industries Association \t_ · 
~he leading source of information on tools and trades . . 

The perfect complement to regional tool organizations 

Members get: A quarterly journal with articles on tools and 
trades, a bimonthly newsletter filled with news of the tool 
world, two book lists with discounted books in our fields, 

access to our 5,000 volume library, Annual Directory listing 
members, dealers, and related organizations. They may 

participate in the three-day Annual Meeting and 

X.. 
... 

the Annual Tour. Dues: $30 $., ."' 
Write: E.A.J.A., 167 Bakerville Rd. 

So. Dartmouth, MA 02748 
Phone/ Fax (508) 993-4198 

Visit our web site at 
www.EAlAinfo.org 
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CRAFTS members Q!!!;'. may have a free 5 line (40 word) ad that is 
primarily related to the exchange of tools or information. Each line 
over 5 is $1. Send to: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside Ave., Chatham 
NJ 07928-1732, FAX 973 701-2050, or email: 

stushippey@prodigy.net. Ads accepted if space permitting basis. 

Groove 
(/8" 

diameter 13 1/2" overall 

Hank Allen 

For Sale 

Nice selection of EARLY and RARE TOOLS. Many wood planes 
and lots of early iron. Send $1 for list #26 to: Cliff Yaun, 51 Nissen 
Lane, West Hurley, NY 12491 or call 914-679-9206. 

Upper member pivots 
on this axis No. 40 

1998 STANLEY TOOLS POCKET GUIDE. Updated with several 
hundred price adjustments to reflect recent market activity $10 + $2 
pstg. Available from John Walter, 208 Front St., Marietta, OH 
45750 or call (7 40) 373-9973. 

Auction Schedule 
April 5-6: Ramada Inn-Airport, Indianapolis, Indiana. Tom Witte's 
Spring Tool Show and Auction. Call Tom 616-668-4161 for a 
catalog or information. 

April 17: CRAFTS annual tool auction, Elk's Club on Route 31 
Flemington, New Jersey. Check the new CRAFTS website at 
http://members.aolcom/craftsofnj Call Greg Welsh 908-439-3266 or 
Steve Zluky 908-534-2710 for information. Send $2 (no SASE) for 
auction list to Steve Zluky, Box 243, Whitehouse, NJ 08888. 

April 3, May (no date yet): Boyertown, Pennsylvania, Barry 
Hurchalla's regular monthly auction. Call Barry 610-323-0333 for 
information or to get on his mailing list. 

April 23-24: Holiday Inn, Nashua, New Hampshire, Your Country 
Auctioneer's Antique Tool Auction (listed) and Dealer Show. Call Lee 
Murray for information 603-456-3705. 

May 1: N. Kingstown, R.I. Bill Spicer's tool auctions managed by Bud 
and Vera Steere featuring the collection of Floyd Adams. Call Vera for 
information or to get on Bill's mailing list 401-884-5049. Send $2 for 
a list to 110 Glenwood Drive, N. Kingstown, RI 02852. 

June 6, Sept. 12: Fine Tool Journal absentee auctions. Call 
Clarence Blanchard for information or subscription 207-688-4962. 

June 20: Radisson Penn Harris Hotel & Convention Center, Camp 
Hill, Pennsylvania. Barry Hurchalla's Sunday auction at the Mid-West 
meeting. Call Barry 610-323-0333 for information or to get on his 
mailing list. 

July 16-18: Hillsboro, New Hampshire, Your Country Auctioneer's 
Flea Market and Listed Antique Tool Auction . Call Gary, Paul, or 
Steve at 603-485-2800 for information. 

September 3-4: Albuquerque, N.M. The Biggest Tool Meet West of 
the Midwest. Hosted by RMTC, SWTC, PAST, and M-WTCA (Areas 
I, L, & 0). For information call Bill McDougall at 505-344-9272. 

Notice 
Historic Cold Spring Village in Cape May, New Jersey has scheduled "Tools, 
Tractors, Trucks, and Engines" for June 19-20. This event replaces last year's 
event "Tools Through Time" which was not well supported by tool collectors or 
dealers. They are still calling for tool collectors to demonstrate crafts and/or 
display tools on this weekend. Dealers and tailgaters are encouraged ($25 fee). 
For information or to participate, call Clare Juechter at 609-898-2300 ext 12. 
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Manufactured and Patented Spokeshaves & Similar Tools: Identification of the 
Artifacts and Profiles of the Makers and Patentees. $75+$5 s&h. Order direct 
or request brochure. Tom Lamond, 30 Kelsy Pl. Lynbrook, NY 11563-1516. 

A1 Level Repair. Bob Skogman, HC 69 Box 149 EE, Isle, MN 56342 

Wanted 

STANLEY VICTOR PLANES #'s 000, 1 ½, 1 ¾, 2, 2¼, 2½, 2¾, 3½, 4½, 5½, 
6½, 10½, 11, 11½, 48, 50½. Bill Hermanek, 31 Wildwood La. Smithtown, NY 
11787. (516) 360-1216. 

PLANES and anything else by the SANDUSKY TOOL CO. I don't have them 
all yet! John Walkowiak, 3452 Humboldt Ave. S. Minneapolis, MN 55408 

DRAWKNIFE maker names, locations, logos, etc. {For a mini-directory w/brief 
info., graphics, contributor credits) fixed I folding handles, rare / common, 
manufactured I blacksmith made, domestic I foreign. Drawings or photos 
helpful. Tom Lamond, 30 Kelsey Pl., Lynbrook, NY 11563 

SCRAPER blade marks, examples, ads, manufactured and/or patented for 
woodworking and related trades; (hand, cabinet, floor, box, etc.) Drawings or 
photos helpful. Tom Lamond, 30 Kelsey Pl., Lynbrook, NY 11563 

BOXWOOD and IVORY FOLDING RULERS of all types and makers. Pis 
send description and price. John Hathaway, 18 Hopp Ground Lane, Bedford 
NY 10506. Tel 914-234-6529 or email hathaway@bestweb.net 

HK PORTER BOLT CUTTERS 30'' or 36'' size, vintage early 1900's with cast 
steel handles. P. S. & W. TIN SMITH STOVE, E.C. STEARNS steel, 
notchback BAR CLAMPS. All to be in excellent condition. Call Al Conrad 973-
625-8508, Rockaway, NJ. 

Looking for wood working tools (planes, chisels, gouges, hatchet, brace, 
augers, etc.) Branded with the owners name "George Hoffman." Contact Milt 
Polosky, PO Box 565, Allentown, NJ 08501 or email Twybill@AOL.com 

RESTORING ANTIQUE TOOLS 
by Herbert P. Kean 

$17.95 + $3.50 s&h, 122 p ., 5½" x 8½" softcover 

Here's the book that unlocks the secrets that 
professional restorers have used for years. It 
clearly explains, and illustrates, all levels of 
restoration techniques, giving options for the 
degree of cleaning and repairing. It makes 
restoring profitable and fun . 

ASTRAGAL PRESS 
P.O. Box 239, Mendham, NJ 07945 
973-543-3045 FAX 973-543-3044 


